DICE GAME SCRIPT
“Ok we are going to play a game”
Pull out a bowl with dice inside, use something you are already using for demo.
“I need everyone to take a pair of dice.” If they try to pass just take two out of the bowl and
just hand them to them and ask them to just hang onto them (of course do this with a smile
and very politely)
Walk around the room and everyone, including host, takes a pair of dice.
“Ok, before we play this game I will tell you it has one rule. The only rule to this game is that
you DO NOT have to play. Everyone in the room has a pair of dice. I am going to go around
the room and give everyone here a chance to roll their dice. If you decide to roll them and
the combination of the two dice total an odd number, 3-5-7-9-11, you get to pick a gift out of
my “ODDS and ends” basket. These are all the little trinkets you can ONLY get here at the
Tupperware party. Mini funnels, pill cases, etc. (items from the Tiny Treasures Game Bag).
So, if you roll an odd number you get to pick out of the ODDS and ends basket.
If you decide to roll and the combination of your two dice totals an even number,
2-4-6-8-10-12 you get to pick a gift out of the “EVEN BETTER basket” right here. Now inside
here I have great gifts for you. In here there are a whole bunch of mini square round
rectangles, that is one of your gifts. And there is EVEN more! Inside every one of these
containers there is a piece of paper that has a great big gift written on it for you as well. So if
you decide to roll and the combination of your two dice total an even number you get to pick
out of the EVEN better basket. In addition to that it also means that you win the grand prize,
which is me! (Make sure you have their attention for this part!) So if you roll an even number
you win a party with me and a gift from my even better basket. Honestly though, this is the
best gift I could give you, my average host takes $80 – $100 in FREE products, two half price
items and any bonuses that are going on. I am going to do all the invitations for you and the
party only takes about 2 hours. Why buy it when you can get it free, right?!

Okay, if you roll an odd number you can pick from my ODDS and ends basket or, if you roll
an even number and you win me and a gift from my EVEN BETTER basket. The only rule is,
it is 100% up to you if you want to roll. So, let’s go!
Start in a circle as best you can to either your left or right, start with the person who you
enjoyed the most during the party the one you connected with...
“Ok Jill I’m going to start with you, are you going to roll with me?” If she says yes, have her
roll them in a medium to large size container.
Two scenarios….
She rolls an Odd number….”Yeah Jill, a 7, that means you get to pick out a gift from my Odds
and ends basket.” Let her pick a gift “Guess what, you get to roll again if you’d like” Hand her
back her dice and let them keep rolling until they roll an Even and win a party.
She rolls an Even number on the first roll
“Yeah Jill, you rolled a 10!! THAT MEANS YOU WIN A PARTY WITH ME and you get to pick
a gift out of the EVEN BETTER basket!” Have her pick one….” Ok Jill I know you are dying to
know what the gift inside is but just hang onto it for a minute ok, don’t open it yet”
“Ok Sue, gonna roll?” Sue says no… “Ok” Say this with a smile ☺ and move to the next
guest…
”Gonna Roll?” she says yes….Lets say she rolls an odd and doesn’t want to roll again….
“Gina you rolled a 5!! You get to pick a gift out of the odds and ends basket (Have her pick
her gift)… would you like to roll again?” She says no thank you… “OK” with a smile ☺ You let
that go for now but be sure to have a conversation with her about dating when she places her
order, remember she played once so she was somewhat ok with the idea of having a party.
Table conversations are still a very important part of dating!
Move onto the next guest….

The key is to move through it as quickly as possible, don’t dwell on those who don’t want to
play, usually as one or two roll it catches on.
When you get to your host you let her pick out of the Even better basket, ask her not to open
it yet….
When you get all the way around the room, “Ok I am going to come around the room and
collect the dice so as I walk by if you decided you want to play after all just let me know”
Collect dice and then either give tickets or fun money to those who played…” “Everyone who
played my game gets $500 for the auction (or 10 bonus tickets if you use tickets). Ok now
everyone who dated a party has a mini square round set in their hands that they are really
excited to open and see what else they have won so go ahead and open them and read the
note inside and tell me what you have won!”
All the pieces of paper say…
Oh boy this is going to be great!
At the end of the party we’ll set a date!
I’m so excited you decided to play,
A FREE 25 CUP SQUARE ROUND
is coming your way!!

“I want all my future hosts to get really excited because the 25 cup Square Round will be
your FREE gift that I will get for you at your party!” Show them the big container and make a
BIG deal about it!
Remember as Tupperware changes the dating and Thank you gift you will change the gifts
you use for the game….
Be sure you are having table conversations with those who didn’t date a party during your
game, just because they didn’t play doesn’t always mean they won’t date a party. Keep it
light and fun and remember the key to dating is and has always been that if they are having
fun and you are doing a good job they will want to date parties and they will want you to keep
coming back again and again.
Happy Dating!!

